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Abstract: Minichromosome technology has the potential to offer a number of possibilities 

for expanding current biofortification strategies. While conventional genome 

manipulations rely on random integration of one or a few genes, engineered 

minichromosomes would enable researchers to concatenate several gene aggregates  

into a single independent chromosome. These engineered minichromosomes can be  

rapidly transferred as a unit to other lines through the utilization of doubled haploid 

breeding. If used in conjunction with other biofortification methods, it may be possible to 

significantly increase the nutritional value of crops. 
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1. Introduction 

While efforts to reduce global hunger have been successful, one in nine humans still suffer from 

malnourishment [1]. Such a statistic is not exclusively dependent on plant nutritional content, but 

arises from compounded factors in food security, with developing countries being greatly impacted [1]. 
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Many of these developing regions depend on few staple crops for full nutrient intake, which often lack 

important dietary components, such as essential amino acids, carbohydrates, and minerals [2]. With 

limited options and access to nutritional supplements, many individuals in these countries suffer from 

micronutrient malnutrition [1]. Utilization of biofortification strategies may not be the “solve all” 

answer to global hunger problems. However, these techniques not only offer an opportunity to 

significantly reduce malnourishment in developing regions, but improve human health worldwide. 

Biofortification aims to improve or supplement crop nutritional content through fertilizer 

application, conventional breeding, and/or genetic engineering [2]. The technique to be used would 

depend on the specific micronutrient being manipulated; however, complementary utilization of 

strategies could enhance nutritional output [3]. Inexpensive and simple fertilization strategies are not 

effective in most scenarios because of several disadvantages including differential effects on crop 

variants, inability to target edible plant components, and the fact that this approach only modulates the 

minerals and not the genotype [4]. Conventional breeding is an alternative technique that utilizes 

favorable characteristics that exist in natural variants and introduces them into commercial lines. The 

conventional breeding strategy, however, is time consuming and limited by genetic resources that are 

available [2,4]. Alternatively, genetic engineering/biotechnology, is a powerful tool that can be used to 

directly manipulate the genetic code of specific crop variants to alter metabolic processes or increase 

mineral uptake [4]. 

In 1983, researchers demonstrated that an isolated gene fragment could be transformed into a plant 

species [5–8]. Since then, biotechnology has been making significant contributions to several fields of 

scientific study, enabling timely alterations to genetic codes without lengthy introgression processes. 

Additionally, genetic engineering expands the possibilities that are available with conventional 

breeding by not relying on natural variations, and allowing increased control over gene expression with 

diverse promoters that are publically available. Because gene delivery is accomplished through either 

Agrobacterium mediated transformation or particle bombardment, transgene integration is random, 

which creates a number of limitations with this technology. Notable limitations include, but are not 

limited to: (1) disruption of endogenous gene function; (2) affected expression from regulatory 

elements; (3) difficulty of separation from closely associated genes; and (4) inefficient recovery of 

multiple transgenic events in each successive generation [9]. 

With many metabolic processes and nutrient accumulation mechanisms requiring multiple gene 

products, current genetic engineering methods are not an efficient strategy to accomplish the goals of 

nutrient accumulation in plants. Minichromosome technology, if applied to this problem, offers a 

unique solution to these limitations through the creation of an autonomous element that works as a 

platform for transgene stacking and can be transferred efficiently to subsequent generations [10]. 

Coupled with doubled haploid breeding, transfer of these engineered chromosomes into other varieties 

could be expedited, allowing rapid analysis of gene aggregates in several crop lines. Here, the basics of 

minichromosome technology are discussed in the hope of illustrating the potential utility in a number 

of such applications. 
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2. Discussion 

2.1. Structure Overview 

In order for minichromosomes to function properly, they must contain the necessary components 

required to be successfully propagated during cell division. All eukaryotic chromosomes must contain 

a centromere for kinetochore formation, origins of replication to maintain proper chromosome 

numbers during cell division, and telomeres to protect the chromosome ends from degradation. 

Interestingly, in plants, the telomere is the only component that can be synthesized, as the centromere 

is epigenetic in nature, and the origin of replication has not been elucidated. As a result, 

minichromosomes must be created by utilizing endogenous centromeres and telomeres in a process 

known as the top–down method. 

2.2. Centromeres 

The centromere is required in order for chromosomes to segregate properly during cell division.  

The region is responsible for recruitment of kinetochore proteins, and the ultimate attachment of the 

chromosome to microtubules for proper movement through the cell cycle. While some organisms only 

require a short sequence to form a centromere, those of plants are much more complex. Plants have 

regional centromeres, which are composed of satellite repeats, and can vary widely in number between 

species and even chromosomes [11–13]. CENH3, the histone H3 variant of plants typical of active 

centromeres, associates with this repeat region [14]; however, studies have shown that the entire region 

may not interact [14]. Many plant centromeres are additionally interspersed with retrotransposon 

sequences, in maize known as CRM elements [15]. CRM elements and satellite repeats both interact 

with CENH3 and are found throughout the centromere region [14,16]. Not all plant centromeres rely 

on such repeat regions; wheat, for example, does not possess any tandem repeats within its  

centromere [17]. 

Despite most centromeres within a genome containing similar sequences, multiple studies have 

found that new centromeres can form in regions that are unique in sequence structure [18–20]. 

Additionally, active centromeres that are formed over repeat regions can be inactivated, as was shown 

by the recovery of structurally dicentric B chromosomes in maize [21]. The realization that both 

centromere inactivation and de novo formation occur regularly illustrates an epigenetic component to 

centromere specification rather than a determination by the DNA sequence [22–24]. As a result, 

simply including centromeric repeats on a potential minichromosome construct is unlikely to induce 

kinetochore formation when introduced into a cell. 

2.3. Origins of Replication 

The timely duplication of the genome is an important step in the cell reproduction process. DNA 

synthesis is strictly regulated by a variety of mechanisms that determine the time and location of 

replication fork assembly [25]. The number of replication origins in a genome is mostly dependent on 

chromosome size [25]. In most prokaryotes, there exists only one origin of replication on the circular 

chromosome. Replication origins have been identified in many prokaryotes and there are even tools for 
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predicting their locations. Eukaryotes, generally, have many origins of replication that assemble at 

different times, which allows for the replication of the large linear eukaryotic chromosomes. 

S. cerevisiae is the only eukaryote where the replication origin has been identified. Neither a 

specific location nor consensus sequence has been found for origins of replication in any other yeast 

strains, nor in higher eukaryotes [25]. In metazoans there are many origins of replication, which are not 

all active in every cell [25]. With regard to minichromosomes, this situation eliminates any concern for 

specifically identifying replication origin constitution. 

2.4. Telomeres 

The telomere of the chromosome is a sequence repeat, and accompanying protein complex, that 

protects the end from damage or chromosome end-to-end fusions. While the majority of the telomere 

is a heterochromatic region, the extreme chromosome terminus is protected by a single strand 

overhang that forms a protective loop, known as a G loop [26]. The sequence that confers telomere 

function is highly conserved, with most plants having a repeat sequence of TTTAGGG that can be 

extended with the enzyme telomerase [27]. The telomerase is required for telomere extension as DNA 

polymerase can only extend after a primer template, leading to a loss of sequence at the end of the 

chromosome during replication. This restriction in synthesis leads to a shorter telomere sequence with 

each chromosomal replication event. While telomerase has the ability to extend shortened telomeres, 

telomerase expression varies widely between tissue types, showing little activity in mature  

tissues [28,29]. 

For the purposes of minichromosome creation, synthetically produced telomere sequences are 

introduced with the desired transgene. In most instances, the introduced telomere will be shorter than 

the endogenous telomere that it replaces. In order to be functional, these repeats must be extended and 

the end modified to include a G loop. While the exact process that occurs when a synthetic telomere is 

introduced is unknown, there are studies that suggest that telomere length is monitored, and can be 

extended in some organisms when the repeat number is too low [30]. Additionally, studies of 

Arabidopsis telomeres show that the repeat number can vary between individual chromosomes, and 

different ecotypes suggesting that the amount of telomere is being actively regulated [31]. As a result, 

despite minichromosomes not containing the required amount of telomere upon introduction, the plant 

contains the machinery required to extend the copy number to the essential number. 

2.5. Utilization of B Chromosomes 

B chromosomes are supernumerary chromosomes found in many species of plants. B chromosomes 

are dispensable. They contain no genes essential to the survival of a plant [32], and show little to no 

effect on fitness except at high copy number [33,34]. B chromosomes are maintained in populations by 

a drive mechanism. This process consists of nondisjunction of the B chromosome. This results in more 

B chromosomes in the progeny than in the parents. In maize (Zea mays) nondisjunction happens at the 

second pollen mitosis, which makes the two maize sperm. A plant with one B chromosome produces 

pollen with sperm containing two B chromosomes or containing none. The sperm with the B 

chromosomes then preferentially fertilizes the egg cell rather than the polar nuclei. [32]. In rye (Secale 

cereale) nondisjunction occurs at the first pollen mitosis and the two B chromosomes are directed to 
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the generative nucleus resulting in both sperm carrying two B chromosomes [32]. This directed 

nondisjunction also occurs during the formation of the egg. In maize, two regions are necessary for the 

nondisjunction of the B centromere. One is located in the proximal euchromatic region, while the other 

is at the distal end of the long arm [35]. Both act in trans. In rye, only a region on the distal end of the 

long arm is necessary for nondisjunction. 

B chromosomes are useful in the creation of an engineered minichromosome because telomere 

mediated truncation involves the removal of some or most of at least one chromosome arm. If an  

A chromosome is truncated, this will generally lead to a detrimental monosomic condition, though rare 

events of minichromosomes with an A chromosome centromere and otherwise normal complement of 

chromosomes have been reported [36]. Truncating a B chromosome has no detrimental effect on the 

phenotype of a plant and therefore does not lower the rate of recovery of truncation events. 

B chromosomes do not pair or recombine with A chromosomes [32]. This could allow multiple 

transgenes to be kept together as a unit instead of requiring intensive breeding strategies to stack 

multiple transgenes in a single plant. Because B chromosomes do not contain any vital genes, there is 

no chance of linkage of a transgene to an unfavorable allele or knockout of an important gene. 

The accumulation mechanism of the B chromosome can be used to increase the copy number of 

minichromosomes and increase their dosage [37]. Because the truncation of a B chromosome usually 

removes the distal end of the long arm, it is necessary to have an unreduced B in the background, 

which can act in trans to restore the nondisjunction property. 

2.6. Alternative Methods for Engineering Minichromosomes 

B chromosomes are not found in some agriculturally important crops. In order to create 

minichromosomes in these crops an A chromosome must be truncated to provide an active centromere. 

In a euploid individual the truncation of an A chromosome would be detrimental. For that reason 

telotrisomic lines are a good candidate for telomere truncation. A telotrisomic individual has a normal 

complement of chromosomes plus a chromosome consisting of one chromosome arm. Telotrisomics 

can be found by screening the progeny of a triploid plant for trisomic individuals. From trisomics, 

centromere misdivision events, or splitting, can produce telotrisomics. A complete set of telotrisomics 

was developed for rice [38]. 

Aneuploid plants are less vigorous than euploid; generally the less of the genome for which a plant 

is aneuploid, the less negative the phenotype. Optimally, a minichromosomes should contain as little of 

the A genome as possible. Telotrisomics are good candidates for creating minichromosomes because 

they require only one chromosome arm truncation to remove much of the genic region from the  

A chromosome for which they are trisomic and relieve the aneuploid phenotype. 

The effects of aneuploidy can also be lessened in a higher ploidy background. In maize, a truncated 

A chromosome was rescued in a spontaneous tetraploidy event [39]. Tetraploid plants have also been 

used for A chromosome truncation in Arabidopsis thaliana [40] and barley (Hordeum vulgare) [41].  

The truncated chromosome can then be transferred to a diploid background by successive crosses of  

the tetrapliod by a diploid to produce a triploid and again by a diploid to recover the truncated 

minichromosome as an extra entity in a diploid background [39]. 
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2.7. Stability in Plants 

Minichromosomes derived from the B chromosome of maize are heritable, but transmitted at 

varying frequencies. Many minichromosomes fail to pair by metaphase 1 of meiosis. Other 

irregularities such as early sister chromatid separation and lagging chromosomes during division have 

also been observed. These meiotic abnormalities appear to be correlated with minichromosome  

size [42]. Nondisjunction can also occur in somatic tissues, especially at high minichromosome copy 

number. When mitotic metaphase cells were examined in maize root meristems, B chromosome and 

minichromosome copy number varied between cells when high numbers were present [37]. 

Stable transmission of minichromosomes can be achieved in multiple ways. Firstly, larger  

B minichromosomes tend to pair better and behave more normally in meiosis than smaller B-derived 

minichromosomes. A minichromosome derived from a truncation of only the distal tip of a B 

chromosome will behave like an A chromosome if there are two copies to allow pairing and there are 

no normal B chromosomes present [42]. To improve transmission of smaller, less stable 

minichromosomes or minichromosomes in a species without B chromosomes, a gametophytic 

selection mechanism has been proposed. Cytoplasmic male sterile (cms) plants have a mitochondrial 

mutation which causes pollen abortion. A nuclear restorer of fertility (Rf) gene prevents pollen 

abortion in cms plants [43]. Inserting Rf onto a minichromosome would allow any pollen grains with a 

minichromosome to develop, while any pollen grains without a minichromosome would abort [44]. 

2.8. Transgene Expression 

Random integration of genetic fragments can lead to varying levels of expression, due to possible 

silencing events that occur at different loci throughout the host genome. This phenomenon, coupled 

with repressed transcription of repeated or homologous sequences, is an obstacle in the field of genetic 

engineering [45,46]. Artificial minichromosome technology offers an autonomous platform for 

sequential transgene integration events at a specific locus that has been demonstrated to successfully 

express genes at detectable levels. However, utilization of repeated genetic elements needs to be 

avoided when designing minichromosomes due to possible homologous gene silencing events [46]. 

While still in preliminary stages of development, the use of synthetic promoters will be a valuable tool 

in avoiding sequence repeats [47]. As both artificial minichromosomes and synthetic promoter 

technologies progress in parallel, complementary use of both systems will work synergistically  

to expand limits of genetic engineering and avoid possible silencing events that occur from  

sequence homology. 

2.9. Creating Large Minichromosomes with BIBACs 

Genetic engineering has, so far, focused mostly on introducing single or a few genes into crops. 

While these crops have been successful, more complex traits such as improved nutrition will rely on 

stacking multiple genes [48]. Thus far, introduction of multiple genes has relied on complex breeding 

to combine separately introduced genes, or co-introducing multiple genes during one transformation. 

As a result, the ability to introduce multiple traits on one T-DNA is preferred. 
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Vectors capable of carrying large (>300 kb) DNA fragments, known as bacterial artificial 

chromosome (BAC) vectors, were first created for use in E. coli [49]. Shortly after, the vectors were 

modified to have the ability to be maintained in Agrobacterium tumefaciens as transformation  

vectors [50]. The result, known as binary bacterial artificial chromosome (BIBAC) vectors, have been 

shown to transfer large intact DNA fragments in a variety of different plant species [50–52]. By 

including telomere sequences near the right border of a BIBAC vector, it should be possible to create 

minichromosomes while introducing large DNA fragments. These minichromosomes would allow 

multiple traits to be introduced at a single locus, and would only require a single selection for the entire 

transgene array. 

2.10. In Vivo Modification of Minichromosomes 

As previously stated, traditional genome manipulation tools, such as Agrobacterium mediated 

transformation and biolistic bombardment, impose a number of notable limitations. Introducing 

multiple traits into a single background will require several rounds of transformation, which can be 

labor intensive and time consuming. Through the utilization of genome targeting mechanisms, 

minichromosome technology offers a novel solution to these constraints. Precise targeting is derived 

from a number of site-specific recombination systems that add, remove, or modify specific genetic 

elements, allowing the assembly of large gene aggregates in a regulated manner. 

A diverse number of site-specific recombination systems are publically available for research 

purposes [53,54]. While unique in sequence recognition, all systems follow the same basic steps: 

(1) Expressed recombinase enzymes bind to respective sites; (2) Bound enzymes form a synaptic 

complex, with sites assembled in a parallel orientation; (3) Recombinases catalyze the crossover and 

fusion of genetic material between recognized cassettes; (4) Disassembly of the synaptic complex [53]. 

The outcome of the recombination reaction is dependent on location and orientation of the recognition 

sites. Integration, inversion, and excision of specific genetic elements are all possible, so careful 

planning of experimental design needs to be carried out to ensure anticipated outcomes. It should be 

noted that all enzymes fall under a particular sub-category of recombinases that reflect the nature of 

the system [54]. These categories differ in a number of characteristics, including size and  

directionality [54]. Such a collection of recombinases can be exploited for the purpose of  

large-scale genetic manipulations, specifically the creation of artificial minichromosomes. 

Regulation of recombinase expression is of most importance in assembling gene aggregates on 

minichromosomes. Several strategies to control the timing and duration of recombinase activity have 

been demonstrated [55]. With sexually propagating plants, backgrounds that are actively expressing  

a recombinase enzyme can be bred with lines containing a minichromosome that is to be modified.  

The recombinase gene could simply be crossed out in the next generation, leaving a background that 

only contains a modified minichromosome. Organisms that reproduce vegetatively, or require lengthy 

germination cycles, could favorably use tactics that transiently express the recombinase enzyme. An 

example of one of these methods is the auto-excision strategy. Under the control of an inducible 

promoter, recombinases can be activated by a number of factors, including heat-shock, chemical, or 

developmental cues [55]. If flanked by respective recombination sites, induction of an inducible 
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promoter will lead to expression of the recombinase, followed by its removal via intra-molecular 

recombination [54,55]. 

Taken together, minichromosome construction will require strategic utilization of several  

site-specific recombination systems. Each respective recognition site is assembled in a specific 

orientation to allow integration of gene fragments and removal of selectable markers in a successive 

manner [56]. The proposed transgene stacking strategy exploits recombinase directionality, which 

enables recombination site and selectable marker recycling with each round of integration [56]. Before 

this process can be initiated, however, the minichromosome generated must contain a specific 

sequence that is to be acted upon by a well-characterized recombination system for the purpose of 

integration. A background that contains a minichromosome, and actively expresses a recombinase, will 

be introduced to a gene fragment that contains gene(s) of interest, recombination sites, and a selectable 

marker. The expressed recombinase will form a synaptic complex between its respective recognition 

sites on the minichromosome and the gene fragment, initiating strand exchange and integration. 

Transgene orientation upon insertion is predictable and unidirectional, due to the nature of the specific 

recombination system used. The selectable marker, now bordered by recombination cassettes, is used to 

identify a successful integration event. Depending on the method of reproduction, a different  

site-specific recombination system, for the purpose of excision, will be activated through genetic 

crosses or transient expression. This recombinase will identify the flanking recognition sequences and 

remove the selectable marker, restoring a single recombination site to be used in the next round  

of modifications. 

2.11. Transfer of Minichromosomes with Haploid Induction 

It may be possible to transfer minichromosomes to multiple lines rapidly through haploid induction. 

If a haploid inducing line containing a minichromosome is used to produce haploid embryos it should 

be possible to recover haploids with one or more minichromosomes as follows. In maize, high haploid 

induction rate lines have been derived from a line called Stock 6 [57], and its derivatives. When used 

as a pollen donor Stock 6 derived haploid inducer lines produce maternal haploids at a high rate. Many 

groups have noted the transfer of markers from the inducer line to the maternal haploids [58,59], and 

the transfer of complete B chromosomes has also been reported [59]. Minichromosomes introduced 

into the inducer line should be able to be transferred in an analogous fashion. 

Once a haploid plant with a minichromosome has been obtained, its ploidy can be doubled by 

colchicine or high-pressure nitrous oxide gas [60]. These treatments produce diploid sectors in the 

plant which are fertile and the plant can be self-pollinated. This results in a doubled haploid line, which 

is completely homozygous. By this method, once a minichromosome is back-crossed into a haploid 

inducing line, it can be transferred to new lines with just two crosses: One to generate the haploid and 

one for self-pollination. The resultant progeny will be completely homozygous which is basically  

not possible if the minichromosome had been back-crossed into the line using a typical  

introgression scheme. 
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3. Conclusions 

As the population of the world continues to increase, there is a growing need to find innovative 

ways to utilize the static amount of arable land. Biofortification of crops through conventional 

breeding and fertilizer application are two strategies to make headway toward improving nutritional 

value, but genetic engineering offers another strategy for addressing global food security. Gene 

stacking could allow for complex traits and pathways to be expressed with minimal selective breeding. 

Minichromosomes could provide a stable and heritable platform for this gene stacking. Because a 

bottom up approach toward creating an artificial chromosome is not yet possible, the top–down strategy 

for minichromosome creation is a viable option. B chromosomes, which are present or could be 

introduced in some crop species, offer a platform for creation of minichromosomes with the advantage 

that they lack essential genes. Other options as outlined above are also available. Minichromosomes have 

been shown to reliably express transgenes and to be transmitted from generation to generation. There is 

potential to make large scale additions to minichromosomes, which could allow for the introduction of 

multiple genes at once instead of through several transformations. There are now a variety of 

recombination systems, as well as genome editing technologies, which can be utilized to edit an existing 

minichromosome and make minichromosomes a truly custom platform. The ability to transfer 

minichromosomes through haploid breeding would allow for the rapid introduction of 

minichromosomes to many inbred lines, including those not amenable to transformation, without the 

need for generations of introgression. For these reasons, minichromosomes could provide a tool for 

improved biofortification of a variety of crop species. 
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